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This section features information and tips from two groups at Microsoft that 
have practical, real-world experience managing malware outbreaks and 
safeguarding networks, systems, and people: Microsoft® IT (MSIT), which 
manages the enterprise computing infrastructure at Microsoft, and  
Microsoft Customer Service and Support (CSS), which provides support 
information and services to Microsoft customers worldwide. The informa-
tion presented here describes how these two groups have met the challenges 
Pposed by malware and security threats in their areas of responsibility. 
Not all of the details are likely to be relevant to security–related scenarios 
elsewhere, but Microsoft hopes that this information will give readers useful 
ideas for improving their own incident prevention and response plans. For 
comprehensive security guidance related to the aspects of security covered 
in this report, see the Managing Risk section of the Security Intelligence 
Report website.

http://www.microsoft.com/security/sir/strategy/default.aspx#section_1
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Making Microsoft More Secure
Microsoft IT (MSIT)

Microsoft IT (MSIT) provides information technology services internally for Microsoft employees 
and resources. MSIT manages 900,000 devices for 180,000 end users across more than 100 
countries worldwide, with approximately 2 million remote connections per month. Safeguarding 
a computing infrastructure of this size requires implementation of strong security policies, tech-
nology to help keep malware off the network and away from mission-critical resources, and 
dealing with malware outbreaks swiftly and comprehensively when they occur.

The Security Intelligence Report typically focuses primarily on the technological aspects 
of malware and security, supported by in-depth telemetry data from multiple products 
and services. However, for IT departments looking to secure their networks,  the non-
technical aspects of security—policies, planning, education, awareness, and others—can 
be just as important. MSIT has had considerable experience on both sides of the equation, 
and we hope that information about the policies we’ve implemented can benefit others.

The IT Showcase section of the Microsoft TechNet Library (technet.microsoft.com) 
includes a variety of articles and papers from MSIT about all aspects of IT administration. 
In this section we present a small sample of the IT Showcase material we have published 
on the subject of security. See technet.microsoft.com/library/bb687780.aspx for the full 
Microsoft IT Showcase collection, and see technet.microsoft.com/library/bb687795.aspx 
for the full versions of these and other security–related articles.

Information Security Policies
Excerpt from “Information Security at Microsoft Overview” (technet.microsoft.com/library/
bb671086.aspx), updated November 2007

Microsoft uses a layered approach to information security policies. This approach evolved 
out of business needs that remain fueled by an appreciation of the value of information 
assets, an evolving threat landscape with intentional and unintentional breaches and loss 
of information, and technology advancements enacted within and outside the company. 
The information security policies at Microsoft include:

 � Microsoft Information Security Program (MISP) Policy. This policy establishes 
accountabilities that require Microsoft to operate a security program. It also estab-
lishes a framework for a risk–based and policy–based approach to protecting assets.

 � Information Security Policy. This policy contains principles for protecting and 
properly using corporate resources. It supports specific security standards, operating 
procedures, and guidelines for business units.

 � Information Security Standards. This policy provides requirements and prescriptive 
guidance that enable users to comply with the Information Security Policy.

http://technet.microsoft.com
http://technet.microsoft.com/library/bb687780.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/library/bb687795.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/library/bb671086.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/library/bb671086.aspx
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Business Drivers for Information Security Policies

Information security policies demonstrate company values and drive desired behaviors. 
They help ensure regulatory compliance and alignment with industry standards, and they 
are useful for conducting internal audits. Audits help ensure that company procedures 
support policies and that employees are following the procedures; they also help measure 
the overall security health of the organization. Without policies to govern the corporate 
infrastructure, the potential for loss of intellectual property, personally identifiable infor-
mation (PII), and customer data increases dramatically. 

Figure 1 illustrates how Microsoft manages risk by using security policies that drive 
behavior, support values, and limit exceptions.

FiguRe 1  How Microsoft uses information security policies
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Microsoft IT must enforce all of its unique security policies consistently to maintain cred-
ibility. Involving key executives during the authorization process lends influence and 
credence. Implementing a repeatable process ensures that the appropriate roles, responsi-
bilities, and administrative controls are in place. 

Promoting Awareness: If users are not aware of policies and standards, they cannot be 
held accountable for compliance. A scenario–based view of these requirements enables 
users to glean only those requirements that correspond to common usage scenarios. In the 
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future, corresponding scenario–based awareness tactics will help users learn about these 
requirements. Additionally, employees attend an orientation that introduces information 
security policies and standards and explains where to find them. An awareness team pro-
vides online training and monthly policy communications.

Monitoring and Enforcement: A comprehensive security scorecard is being developed to 
help the businesses understand their progress against mitigating security risks.

Promoting Awareness
Excerpt from “Information Security at Microsoft Overview” (technet.microsoft.com/library/
bb671086.aspx), updated November 2007

Strong security is a business enabler that helps improve productivity and protect assets. 
For any organization, awareness is one of the primary tools used to achieve strong security 
levels. However, raising security awareness among staff continues to be a key challenge. 

Successful security efforts must address three key elements: people, processes, and 
technology. Developing clear and effective policies is an integral part of promoting security 
and compliance. Poor security awareness is one of the primary barriers to achieving  
strong security levels. Creating an awareness and understanding of those policies is an 
essential enterprise responsibility. 

Security Awareness Program

Because human behavior is an unknown variable, making it the weakest link in the  
security chain, a security awareness program is required to encourage large numbers  
of employees to behave consistently with respect to security requirements. The program 
must inspire individuals to be proactive in preventing security incidents. The program 
must also be able to reach the constant influx of new employees, vendors, and  
contingent staff. 

Components of the Microsoft IT Security Awareness Program include:

 � Creating partnerships. The challenge of security awareness is creating strong and 
effective partnerships from which all groups can benefit in a collaborative effort. Each 
group must help the other achieve its individual goals. In these joint efforts, care 
should be taken to not dilute the message of any one group.

 � Mitigating risk. 

 � Keep security messages fresh and in circulation.

 � Target new employees and current staff members.

 � Set goals to ensure a high percentage of the staff is trained on security best 
practices.

 � Repeat the information to help raise awareness.

http://technet.microsoft.com/library/bb671086.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/library/bb671086.aspx
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 � Communication vehicles. Multiple communication vehicles should be used to reach 
as many people as possible. These include:

 � Mandatory online training

 � In-depth learning guides

 � Monthly newsletters

 � Monthly and bi-monthly electronic magazine articles

 � Printed collateral 

 � Websites

 � Technologies that support Microsoft security awareness. Use innovative media to 
“socialize” your security messaging from “no” to “how” by telling what users “can do” 
instead of what they “cannot.” These include:

 � Learning management system. Host and track participation in online training 
sessions.

 � Microsoft Office system. Create in-depth guides by using Microsoft Office 
PowerPoint®; deliver newsletters and electronic magazines by using Microsoft 
Office Word and Microsoft Office Outlook®.

 � Windows Media® Player (.wmv files). Create security awareness videos or 
podcasts for online training, new-employee orientations, and on-demand content 
from websites.

 � Windows SharePoint® Services. Create an internal security website by using the 
integrated custom scenario tool. 

Build a security awareness program in your organization today with the Microsoft Security 
Awareness Toolkit (go.microsoft.com/?Linkid=9510357) and TechNet program material: 
technet.microsoft.com/security/cc165442.aspx. 

Defending Against Malware
Excerpts from “Information Security at Microsoft Overview” and IT Showcase Productivity 
Guides

Malicious software is an ever-present threat, and the trend to target malicious software 
to specific companies and users has kept this a top priority for the Information Security 
team. By some measurements, the Microsoft network is one of the largest private sector 
cyberattack targets in the world. 

http://go.microsoft.com/?Linkid=9510357
http://technet.microsoft.com/security/cc165442.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/library/bb687781.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/library/bb687781.aspx
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Secure Infrastructure

Some of the essential defense-in-depth layers that Microsoft IT has implemented include 
the following:

 � Two-factor authentication. Active Directory® Domain Services policies that require 
certificates stored on smart cards for two-factor authentication for all remote, or VPN, 
connections to Microsoft. Microsoft IT deployed smart cards to help protect user 
identities from credential reuse and other malicious intent. Smart cards take advan-
tage of Windows® technologies, including the Certificate Services feature and Public 
Key Infrastructure (PKI) security, Microsoft Base Smart Card cryptographic service 
provider (CSP), and Extensible Authentication Protocol/Transport Layer Security 
(EAP/TLS).

 � Secure Remote User access to the network. Remote access solutions that require 
only a user name and a password can allow untrustworthy devices to access the cor-
porate network. Microsoft IT implemented a solution that consists of a number of 
technologies to help secure remote access connections on the corporate network as 
part of the Secure Remote User framework. After logon, if the systems do not meet 
configuration requirements, the users remain in the quarantine network.

 � Enforcement of strong passwords. Passwords are the keys to the enterprise net-
work. Microsoft IT enforces strong password policies for all network users. With strict 
policies and attributes in place, passwords are far less vulnerable.

 � Security-enhanced wireless access. An upgrade to the wireless network provided 
security capabilities such as network segmentation, certificate–based network access, 
and centralized management and monitoring of network devices. 

 � Implementation of network intrusion detection systems (NIDS). The Information 
Security team employed a NIDS platform with real-time event correlation technology 
to achieve a high level of knowledge about the state of the network, presence of 
malicious activity, and threat exposure on global and local levels. Prior to this, the 
response to malicious network attacks was highly reactive and consumed a significant 
amount of resources and time.

 � Network segmentation. Because Microsoft IT does not manage all computers on 
the Microsoft internal network, isolating trusted, domain-managed computers from 
unmanaged computers reduces the risk of network compromise. Deploying Internet 
Protocol security (IPsec) across the corporate network provides a better under-
standing of where unmanaged computers exist and why they are in use. These trusted 
computers can be configured to allow only incoming connections from other trusted 
computers.

 � Network Access Protection (NAP). A Microsoft platform and solution that controls 
access to network resources based on a client computer’s identity and compliance 
with an organization’s governance policy. NAP allows network administrators to 
define specific levels of network access based on a client computer’s identity, the 
groups to which the client belongs, and the degree to which that client is compliant 

http://technet.microsoft.com/network/bb545879.aspx
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with an organization’s governance policy. If a client is not compliant, its access to the 
network is limited. NAP also provides a mechanism to automatically make it com-
pliant and then dynamically increase its level of network access.

 � DirectAccess. A feature of Windows 7 and Windows Server® 2008 R2 that can be 
used with NAP to allow remote users to safely and securely access enterprise shares, 
websites, and applications without connecting to a virtual private network (VPN).  

 � Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM). A management solu-
tion for comprehensively assessing, deploying, and updating servers, clients, and 
devices across physical, virtual, distributed, and mobile environments.

 � Microsoft System Center Operations Manager (SCOM). An end-to-end service-
management product that enables operations and IT management teams to identify 
and resolve issues affecting the health of distributed IT services.

 � User Account Control (UAC). UAC provides additional security for users who 
require administrative access at times. With UAC, users cannot run with their full 
administrator access token without giving explicit consent. By default, all users, even 
those with full administrative access, run as if their account has standard user access. 
When Windows Vista and Windows 7 determine determines that a particular action 
requires the full administrator access token, the UAC service alerts the user that the 
action requires consent to run with the user’s full access token.

The best approach to combating malicious software is using a combination of these 
mechanisms. An organization should test and evaluate these mechanisms prior to imple-
mentation to ensure the best selection for a particular environment. After implementation, 
continuing to test and evaluate is critical to ensure that the best software and solutions are 
in use.

Protect Your Computer

Every computer connected to a corporate network is a gateway. Therefore, you must 
guard it against intruders trying to gain unauthorized access to corporate resources and 
intellectual property. 

A number of the best practices Microsoft has implemented can help protect your organi-
zation from potential threats:

 � Install updates regularly. Keep your software up-to-date at home and at the office. 
Microsoft Information Technology (IT) recommends using automatic updates to 
ensure you always have the latest software, updates, and virus protection. By default, 
when you connect to your domain, Microsoft Exchange resets your Windows Update 
settings so that it runs automatically.

 � Use passwords for security. Select strong, hard-to-hack passwords, which act as 
your computer’s first line of defense for protecting your data and intellectual property, 
and the organization’s network.

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/network/dd420463.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/systemcenter/configurationmanager
http://www.microsoft.com/systemcenter/en/us/operations-manager.aspx
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 � Set a password for your screen saver. MSIT recommends that you use your 
Windows password in combination with your screen saver to prevent unau-
thorized access to your computer and the corporate network when you are not 
working on it.

 � Lock your computer. This enables you to leave programs open and running, but 
helps protect the corporate network and resources from unauthorized access.

 � Install and enable anti-malware software. Even for an expert, removing a virus 
from a computer can be a daunting task without the help of tools designed for the 
job. Malware programs can be designed to reinstall themselves after they have been 
detected and removed. Use anti-malware software to help remove (and prevent) 
unwanted software.

 � Windows BitLocker™ Drive Encryption. Uses hardware–based full-volume data 
encryption technology that requires a user to enter a personal identification number 
(PIN) or provide a startup key to start a computer. It allows access to your protected 
data only after you log on to computers running Windows Vista® or newer. Addi-
tionally, BitLocker To Go™, which is available in Microsoft Windows 7 only, prevents 
unauthorized data access on your portable storage devices, including a universal serial 
bus (USB) flash drive.

 � Install from trusted sources. Do not install programs from the Internet unless you 
are familiar with the source. This includes freeware and shareware, which carry a high 
risk of containing malicious code. If you install software from sources that you do not 
know, you are compromising your computer and other computers on your network. 
Do not assume that an application or software is safe just because a trusted website 
contains a link to it.

 � Click links after verifying source. Even if the link is in an email or instant mes-
saging (IM) conversation from someone you know it does not mean it was sent 
by them. Verify origin through the person or contact before you click as this is a 
common gateway for malware on the network.

Other Resources

MSIT has published a number of multimedia resources dedicated to planning, imple-
menting, and managing security in a Windows-based environment, including the 
following:

 � Managing Network Access Protection at Microsoft (Technical White Paper | IT Pro 
Webcast | WMA | MP3)

 � Managing Network Health Using Network Access Protection (IT Pro Webcast)

 � Addressing messaging threats with Forefront Security for Exchange Server (Technical 
White Paper | PowerPoint Presentation | IT Pro Webcast | WMA | MP3)

 � Securing the Client Desktop using Forefront Client (Technical White Paper | 
PowerPoint Presentation | IT Pro Webcast | WMA | MP3)

http://technet.microsoft.com/library/ee156483.aspx
http://msevents.microsoft.com/CUI/EventDetail.aspx?EventID=1032391120
http://msevents.microsoft.com/CUI/EventDetail.aspx?EventID=1032391120
http://download.microsoft.com/download/5/7/F/57F60127-5C15-4279-8214-AC07BE7E64E8/1032391120.wma
http://download.microsoft.com/download/5/7/F/57F60127-5C15-4279-8214-AC07BE7E64E8/1032391120.mp3
http://msevents.microsoft.com/CUI/EventDetail.aspx?EventID=1032339510
http://technet.microsoft.com/library/dd405377.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/library/dd405377.aspx
http://download.microsoft.com/download/c/c/c/ccc39035-bc6b-45b9-9c53-6a829c339026/EdgeTransportandMessagingProtectionPPT.ppt
http://msevents.microsoft.com/CUI/EventDetail.aspx?EventID=1032337412
http://download.microsoft.com/download/7/5/8/758BA670-47B0-4B51-B95F-AFD43FBA2EDF/1032337412.wma
http://download.microsoft.com/download/7/5/8/758BA670-47B0-4B51-B95F-AFD43FBA2EDF/1032337412.mp3
http://technet.microsoft.com/library/cc664637.aspx
http://download.microsoft.com/0/E/8/0E89B8A0-F83B-4EA4-B373-CC987203452C/howmsitusesFCSPPT.ppt
http://msevents.microsoft.com/CUI/EventDetail.aspx?EventID=1032366694
http://download.microsoft.com/download/C/2/8/C2836269-0EFC-414A-A7D8-C23E91C99F1A/1032366694.wma
http://download.microsoft.com/download/C/2/8/C2836269-0EFC-414A-A7D8-C23E91C99F1A/1032366694.mp3
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Malware Response Case Study
Microsoft Customer Service and Support (CSS)

With more than 3.3 billion customer interactions a year spanning every inhabited continent, 
Microsoft Customer Service and Support (CSS) is one of the largest technical support providers in 
the world. CSS delivers a variety of preventive and reactive support offerings through the online 
self-help resources at support.microsoft.com, call center and online assisted support, and onsite 
support for enterprise customers with support agreements. CSS is often the first point of contact 
for Microsoft customers when they require assistance to deal with a malware infection.

CSS Security Support investigates and remediates malware outbreaks for many enter-
prise customers. This section describes the steps CSS support technicians followed to 
resolve a malware outbreak at a customer site in 2010. There really isn’t any such thing as 
a “typical” remediation effort—every outbreak is different, and the steps described here 
shouldn’t be taken as an instruction manual that needs to be followed. Rather, this section 
is intended to illustrate the kind of problem-solving approach that CSS uses to diagnose 
and remediate malware issues for customers.

Isolate the Computer
The first step in dealing with an outbreak usually involves removing the infected 
computer or computers from the network. Many malware infections include worm com-
ponents that attempt to spread to other computers via removable drives, network shares, 
or other connections, so disconnecting an infected computer can help prevent other 
computers from becoming infected. Disconnecting the computer also prevents further 
communication between the malware and the attacker, such as sensitive information or 
additional malware payloads.

Identify the Malware
If there is reason to believe that malware might be installed on a computer and the cus-
tomer’s antivirus software is not able to detect it, the first step is to determine what file(s) 
or running processes are malware. CSS support technicians use a number of tools and 
utilities to diagnose and report problems, including Microsoft antivirus software such as 
Microsoft Security Essentials, the TechCenter security tools (technet.microsoft.com/
security/cc297183.aspx), and Windows Sysinternals (technet.microsoft.com/sysinternals) 
tools such as Autoruns, Process Monitor, and Process Explorer.

In this case, the support technician runs the symbol checking utility Checksym to pro-
duce a report on all running processes and modules. The technician is looking for  
suspicious items such as:

 � Files or processes without company or file header information.

 � Files or processes with no symbols.

 � Processes running from unusual paths.

 � Loaded drivers with odd or random-seeming names.

http://support.microsoft.com
http://technet.microsoft.com/security/cc297183.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/security/cc297183.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/sysinternals
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For example, Figure 2 shows a suspicious process, YDALDPUOJ.EXE, found on a cus-
tomer’s computer. This process is running from an unusual path and lacks any symbol or 
company information in the header.

FiguRe 2  A suspicious process running on a compromised computer

By contrast, a typical signed executable like Notepad.exe includes symbol, checksum, and 
company information in the file header, as shown in Figure 3.1

FiguRe 3  Checksym output for a legitimate program

Determine How the Malware Starts
When we locate a suspicious process or file, we determine how it automatically starts at 
each reboot or logon by inspecting the auto start extensibility points (ASEPs) using tools 
such as Autoruns and Autorunsc from Windows Sysinternals. Autoruns details the file-
name, path, hash, and ASEP of the suspicious item.

As Figure 4 shows, this suspicious program starts from the registry key HKEY_LOCAL_
MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run and appears to 
target Microsoft Security Essentials. Figure 4 also shows a scheduled task, ydaldpuoj.
job, with the same name as the suspicious executable. The scheduled task launches what 
appears to be a suspicious JavaScript file, sconnect.js.

1  To verify the integrity of notepad.exe itself, the support technician can use a utility such as Sigcheck to verify the file signature or a utility 
such as the File Checksum Integrity Verifier to verify the file’s MD5 or SHA1 hash.

http://technet.microsoft.com/sysinternals/bb897441.aspx
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/841290
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FiguRe 4  Autoruns output that shows how a malicious executable starts

At this point, the file is submitted to the MMPC so researchers can perform additional 
analysis on the threats and create detections that can be added to Microsoft anti-malware 
signature files. (Support professionals and others can submit possible malware samples at 
https://www.microsoft.com/security/portal/Submission/Submit.aspx.) Microsoft currently 
detects the .exe and .js files as Backdoor:Win32/Qakbot.gen!A and TrojanDownloader:JS/
Qakbot.D, respectively. 

Now that we are certain that the suspicious files are malware, we ensure that the  
customer’s antivirus software is updated to detect this particular variant.

How Was the Malware Installed?
Next, we determine how the malware was installed on the computer. Did it come from 
another computer on the network, or did it come from an external source? Did a vul-
nerability in an installed program or component allow the malware onto the computer? 
Was the user enticed to click a malicious link on a website? To answer these questions, 
we collect and inspect various data, including event logs, firewall logs, timestamps, and 
registry dumps that can help us determine what was going on when the file appeared on 
the computer (assuming that the creation date and time of the file is correct). We can use 
the Microsoft Baseline Security Analyzer (MBSA) to determine which Microsoft security 
updates have and have not been installed on the computer. The success of these actions 
will vary depending on the complexity and nature of the malware. Large malware out-
breaks require an incident plan and specialists who are trained to handle an emergency. 

https://www.microsoft.com/security/portal/Submission/Submit.aspx.
http://www.microsoft.com/security/portal/Threat/Encyclopedia/Entry.aspx?Name=Backdoor%3aWin32%2fQakbot.gen!A
http://www.microsoft.com/security/portal/Threat/Encyclopedia/Entry.aspx?Name=TrojanDownloader%3aJS%2fQakbot.D
http://www.microsoft.com/security/portal/Threat/Encyclopedia/Entry.aspx?Name=TrojanDownloader%3aJS%2fQakbot.D
http://technet.microsoft.com/security/cc184924.aspx
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FiguRe 5  MBSA output showing missing security updates

We also inspect browser cache files to determine whether any suspicious downloads 
occurred around the time the file appeared on the computer, using tools such as  
Strings.exe, a Sysinternals utility that finds and locates text strings in binary files. In this 
case, the Strings.exe output from an Internet Explorer® cache file (index.dat) appears to 
show the system account being used to download a file. 

FiguRe 6  Evidence of suspicious activity in an Internet Explorer cache file 

We’ll also correlate the registry timestamp of all locations in the registry that were modi-
fied by the malware (in this case the Run key in HKLM, as explained earlier).
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Determine Malware Connectivity
Next, we determine whether the malware attempts to connect to a remote host. This 
information can be ascertained by various methods, including:

 � Monitoring network traffic in the customer’s environment.

 � Using Netstat or another network tool that details processes and their endpoints, such 
as TCPView from Sysinternals.

 � Use Strings.exe to display the readable text output contained within the binary of  
the malware. These readable strings sometimes reveal remote locations, such as the 
following, from another trojan downloader:

FiguRe 7  String output from a trojan downloader

Remediate the Malware
In enterprise environments, user workstations are typically built from standard disk 
images. In such scenarios, the fastest way to recover from an infection is often to format 
the hard disk and rebuild the computer from the appropriate image. If that is impossible 
or infeasible, we take steps to remove the infection that incorporate best practices and be 
tailored to the specific malware being dealt with. As a general rule, the basic procedure is 
as follows: 

1.	 Kill the malicious running processes.

2.	 Delete the auto start extensibility points (ASEPs) that are used to launch the malware.

3.	 Delete the malware files themselves, if possible.

4.	 Undo any registry changes that the malware had implemented, if possible.

5.	 Return the computer to the production environment only after it has been scanned 
with the customer’s antivirus solution using the latest signatures and no further infec-
tions are found.

http://technet.microsoft.com/sysinternals/default.aspx
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Recommendations
MSIT recommends the following preventative and reactive actions in the wake of an 
outbreak:

 � Keep all computers up-to-date with the latest security updates from Microsoft and 
other software vendors, including updates for browser add-ins. Ensure that Automatic 
Update is enabled and connecting to the Microsoft Update service.

 � Install and run MBSA to scan computers for common security misconfigurations and 
missing security updates. MBSA can be downloaded at www.microsoft.com/technet/
security/tools/mbsahome.mspx

 � Ensure that antivirus definition files are up-to-date on all computers. Consult the 
documentation provided by your antivirus software provider for more information.

 � Advise any users whose computers were infected to change their passwords imme-
diately. This includes not only Windows and domain passwords, but passwords for 
instant messaging applications, external websites, and other passwords that may have 
been stored or cached on any infected computers.

 � Follow guidelines for requiring strong passwords and expiring passwords periodically. 
For more information, see “Password Best Practices” on Microsoft TechNet. For more 
information about strong passwords, see “Create strong passwords” from Microsoft 
Online Safety.

 � Block all malicious websites that are discovered at the perimeter firewall.

 � Configure the perimeter firewall to block all non-business–related outgoing ports to 
prevent malware from communicating with the attacker.

 � Be aware of the details of privacy and breach notification laws in all regions in which 
you conduct business. Work closely with your general counsel to follow the proper 
procedure.

http://update.microsoft.com
http://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/tools/mbsahome.mspx
http://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/tools/mbsahome.mspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/library/cc736605%28WS.10%29.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/protect/fraud/passwords/create.aspx
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